
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a desktop engineering. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for desktop engineering

Provide day-to-day operation leadership for desktop engineering/automation
tasks
Ensure timely service and resolution of service requests and incidents in
accordance with the service level agreements
Support and train team to build, image, update, maintain, and secure DSS
enterprise endpoints
Ensure all baseline configurations across endpoints are done securely with
Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIG) compliance in accordance
with DOD mandates
Ensure appropriate testing of desktop packages is done prior to deployment
Troubleshoot and make recommendations to the government for remediation
of security or functionality issues in the desktop image
Ensure patches IAW DOD authorized timelines
Coordinate resolution of desktop incidents and issues with the appropriate
DSS team (e.g., CND, DCO)
Ensure all service requests and issues are tracked and documented
Recommend and implement technology, knowledge management and
processes that improve the effectiveness of desktop engineering/automation

Qualifications for desktop engineering

Advanced knowledge of industry standard monitoring tools such as System
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Possess experience with a blend of engineering of EUC technologies,
technical skills and experience gained from working within complex Desktop,
Mobile and Application infrastructure projects
Demonstrable experience in translating high level technical architectures and
service design requirements into clear and coherent low-level designs
Experience of infrastructure and application architectures, particularly with
respect to VDI, MDM, automation techniques and managing ‘infrastructure as
code’ leading to consistent delivery and to high levels of quality
Experience in the automation of manual tasks and seeking out efficiencies by
‘shifting left’ where possible, for example the automation of Desktop
provisioning and Application deployment, including end user self-service
Understanding of security best practices, particularly in relation to software
patching, data leakage prevention and encryption


